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and the Adult Education Program. The current deficiencies of the spac es in which these
three programs are forced to exist are detail ed below (see page 12).
The floorplate configuration proposed in the Application for classrooms housing
these three :tbnctions is the minimum response to the zoning lot's unique conditions on
the CSI zoning lot , which must also acconunodate on a 64 ft wide development footprint
the intricate and interconnected needs of the landmarked Synagogue as well. If the
groundfloor wer e availabl e for school uses, a community facility school might well be
able to fit the 15 classrooms called for in this Application with an allowable rear yard.
However , the floor usually providing the most flexibility for community facility schools ,
th e groundtloor , is entirely una vailable for educational purposes because the Synagogue
must "talce" all of the groundfloo r and port ions of floors 2 - 4 for an elev ator and landing
as well for its own remed ial purposes . There are no reasonable alternat ives to dedicating
nearly the entire first floor of the New Building to Synagogue use because (1) both the
CSI community .and the Landmarks Comm ission agree that the Synagogue envelope
cannot and should not be compromised to provide new necessary space for Synagogue
purposes and (2) the Synagogue ' s continued use as a house of worship can no longer be
compro mised by accessibility issues which can only be addressed by "uµcing" the full
footprint on the New Building's first floor .
Thus the question becomes : Can the 15 classrooms and necessary ancillary space
required to meet CSl's progranunatic needs and mission objectives be accommodated
within a bulk envelope that is essentially the allowable footprint above the first floor,
which is 64 ft wide ·by 70 .5 ft deep , minus approximately 100 sf from each floor "taken"
by the Synago,ue for its elevator shaft on each floor?

The answer is no . When taking into account that each floor must provide for
adequate circulation and two egresspoints to stairs, separate lavatories and an adequate
total number of offices, it becomes impossible to provide the required classrooms at a
standard size within a 64 ft by 70ft footprint, times 3. When one adds die individual
bathrooms that must be.directly accessed from within each of the six Toddler classrooms;
the impossibility becomes even more evident. While a wider site might permit the
classrooms to be shifted 90 degrees so that their length could run parallel to the front and
rear property lines, the narrowness of the site requires that the classrooms be stacked with
their length running north and south, thus generating the noncomplying rear yard
condition on floors 2 - 4.
The opponents have suggested that the hardship could be ·overcom e by building
another floor to accommodate th e two or thr.ee classrooms that could not be made to fit
on three floors , but the oth erwise unnec essary high costs associated with extending the
core and mechanicals to anoth er floor to remedy a 640 sf zoning deficiency which exists
only in plan (there being sufficient zoning floor area) is a hardship unto itself. Since in
this case the hardship has been created solel y by the unique cond itions of the site, it is
clear that an application for these four variances to overcome CSI' s programmati c and
mission difficulties is approp riate and should be forthcoming.
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